RACIAL NOTES:
●24 known sophont civilizations; defined as builders
01 Arrodi	
02 Bœllann		
03 Emminh-Rhi	
04 Ghuar	
05 Human (Terran, Præxian, Thaamuni)	
06 Iail		
07 Kazha	
08 Kyahnt	
09 Makke	
10 [N'Taieh]
11 Ozrahdi		
12 [Ozzy bad guys]
13 [Reticulans?]
14 Skosra	
15 Vogorr	
16 Vonchaah	
17 [Yautja]
18 Zürran		
19 ?
20 ?
21 ?	
22 ?	
23 ?	
24 ?	
●Perception, manipulation, reproduction, variation, organization, socialization, environment
NEW RACIAL TRAITS:
Aura Vision			[10]
	(Ref: AvP) Can see the pheremone "aura" of all living creatures.  Normal invisibility does not protect, although physical obstructions will.  In darkness, smoke or other similar conditions, treat exactly as Infravision.
No Facial Expression 	[10]  
	Opposite of Easy to Read
Rigid Biochemistry  	[-15/-30/-45]  
	Disallows the use of super, psionic or magical powers or advantages.  Point cost is the Unusual Background cost a character must pay to "get around" this disadvantage.  Also, races with this disadvantage are less likely to have mutations or deformities, reducing the likelihood of many physical disadvantages.
BIOCHEMISTRY META-TRAITS:
Carbon-Based 		[0]
Flourine-Based 		[19]
	Advantages [99]: Aura Vision [10]; Damage Reduction+6 (vs Electricity [-40%]) [12]; Doesn't Breathe [20]; Innate Attack (1d-2 cor; Area Effect(2yd) [+50%]; Cyclic (3x1sec; "wash" off) [+300%]; May be used (involuntarily) in conjunction with an appropriate melee attack until bleeding stops [+20%]; Emanation [-20%]; Blood Splash [-30%]) [13]; Invisibility (Infravision) [40]; Reduced Consumption x2 [4]
	Disadvantages [-80]: Electrical [-20]; Rigid Biochemistry+2 [-30]; Vulnerability (Fire; x2) [-30]
	Features: Instead of breathing, acid blood creates energy like an acid battery; Eats organic foods only to rebuild cellular deterioration and heal damage; doesn't physically show age; sheds skin; invisible to IR sensors but visible to EM sensors. 
Phosphorous-Based 	[35]
	Advantages [80]: Regeneration (Fast) [50]; Radiation Tolerance (/100) [30]
	Disadvantages [-45]: Rigid Biochemistry+2 [-30]; Dependency (Phosphorous; Daily) [-15] 
	Features: Creates energy by reacting oxygen with phosphorous in the bloodstream.  Blood glows flourescent-green due to oxygen reacting with phosphorous in the blood, high normal body temp (130°+).  Requires less oxygen and more Nitrogen than the standard Oxy/Nit mix, treating the standard mix as "high altitude".  Requires a diet high in phosphorous (phosphorous supplements are usually taken when away from a sufficient food-source).  Temp comfort zone at +40°.  Biology better suited to higher gravities and atmospheric pressures.
Silicon-Based 		[-2]
	Advantages [13]: Affliction+1 (Area Effect(2yd [+50%]; Blindness [+50%]; Coughing/Sneezing [+20%]; Respiratory Agent [+50%]; Emanation [-20%]; Caused By Open Wounds [-30%]) [12]
	Disadvantages [-15]: Rigid Biochemistry+1 [-15]
	Features: Dark green blood, sweats fine-grain sand

PC-AVAILABLE RACES:  
Bœllann			[4]
	Home Gravity:  1.05 
	Home Atmosphere: Dense, HCl (not that it matters)
	Home Terrain:  Mountain/Jungle
	Home Climate:  Tropical; +20°
	TL: See Ozrahdi
DISPOSITION: 
	Neutral Evil; Penchant for subterfuge
CULTURAL ANOMALIES:
●Old Religion: like Aztecs, lots of "human" sacrifice
●Matriarchal Society: males are "property"
●Anything hanging about one's neck indicates that one is property
●Less developed "conscience," resulting in their chaotic disposition
●Very limited nudity taboo
HISTORY:
●Venus-like homeworld
●Barely TL9 when conquered by the Ozrahdi
●Used selective breeding throughout their history, engineering for maximum physical beauty
LANGUAGES:
	Boellann Common; most Boellann speak Ozrahdi exclusively.
APPEARANCE:
	Physical:  Glassy-skinned humanoid with 2 tentacles from upper shoulder blades; height -6"@ST; transparent skin showing human-eye color underneath; eyes & hair match skin; white iris & pupil; hair is thick and tentacle-like, no body hair; 4 digits on hands & feet; tentacle length is to mid-thigh, less prominent on males
	Dress:  As for Ozrahdi.  Boellann traditional dress is flashy and covers little.  Very fond of all manner of body decoration.
	Architecture:  Small but elaborately decorated with undertones of their religious symbology, Egyptian/Aztec-like,  fond of spires and towers
	Vehicles:  Under subjugation long enough that any exclusively Boellann vehicles are curiosities or antiques
REPRODUCTION:  
	Standard bisexual; larval stage (carried on back by tentacles during this stage); do not mate for life
EXCEPTIONS:
●Most universally beautiful
TEMPLATE:
	Attribute Modifiers: None
	Advantages [39]: App(Beautiful) [12]; Innate Attack (2d-2 fat; Contact Agent [-30%]; Melee (Tongue Strike, Ref:Luxan; R:C,1; no Parry) [-25%]; Resistible (HT) [-30%]) [3]; Flourine-Based[19]; High TL+1 [5]
	Disadvantages [-35]: Lecherousness (12) [-15]; SocStig (Subjugated) [-20]
	Features: 2 Tentacles (on back); Voice is instantly recognizable as Boellann; Bioelectric light displays beneath the skin, can be manipulated
	Recommended: Voice, Bloodlust, Callous, Imaginitive, Sadism, Undiscriminating, Secret: Practices the Old Religion
	Taboo: Physical deformities and distinctions are rare
	Notes:
●Inner & outer mouths speak at once, normally synchronized but may be out of sync with training
●Sharp, hooked canine teeth
●Tentacles are like a tongue, can vary their length/width
●Individuals are sometimes able to "grab" with their tongue, with training (and appropriate Advantage)

Tohre-Chi (Encounter Suit) [67]
	Home Gravity: 1.17
	Home Atmosphere: Standard, Oxy/Nit
	Home Terrain: Shallow Ocean/Swamp
	Home Climate: Warm; +10°
	TL: 10(late); Concentration: Stealth
DISPOSITION:  
	Chaotic Neutral
CULTURAL ANOMALIES:
●Ref:Mangalores-5thE, Necromongers-CoRiddick; "You keep what you kill," etc.
●Never seen outside encounter suits
HISTORY:
●"Brought up" by the Emminh-Rhi, gengineered and cybernetically modified
●Homeworld has a very active water-cycle; Ref:Kamino
LANGUAGE:  
	Unspoken(Radio; originally sonar-based); Emminric, with voice-simulator
APPEARANCE:
	Physical: (Based on encounter suit, not natural form) Roughly man-sized (a little squat), humanoid/bipedal; height -2"@ST; weight +100lbs@ST
	Dress: Never seen outside encounter suit, suit design varies slightly by individual, usually chameleon-surfaced, often decorated with braids, capes, markings, etc.
	Architecture: Natural, mostly carved and decorated caves built by Emminh-Rhi.  More commonly, (star)ship/station-style dwellings.
	Vehicles: Always amphibious, fish-like hydrodynamics, generally chameleon-surfaced, water-atmo except the engineering department, which is usually "air"-filled for the Emminh-Rhi engineers
REPRODUCTION:  
	Cannot reproduce naturally, only artificially, due to the encounter-suit.
EXCEPTIONS:
●Most universally annoying
STATISTICS: Based on a "suited" individual, and not their natural form; cost does not include any integral weaponry, which are always present in some form or another
	Attribute Modifiers [-10]:  ST+3 [30]; DX-1 [-20]; IQ-1[-20]
	Secondary Attribute Modifiers [10]: HP+5 [10]
	Advantages [217]: Carbon-Based [0]; Chameleon+2 (Affects EM and IR [+20%]; Always On [-10%]) [+11]; Damage Resistance+20 (Can't wear armor [-40%]) [60]; Doesn't Breathe [20]; Doesn't Sleep[20]; High Pain Threshold [10]; Hyperspectral Vision (One spectrum at a time [-20%]) [20]; No Facial Expression [10]; Pressure Support 3 [15]; Sealed [15]; Subsonic Speech [10]; Telecommunication (Radio; Works underwater [+50%]; Video [+40%]; Racial [-20%]) [17]; Vacuum Support [5]
	Disadvantages [-150]: Electrical [-20]; Maintenance (1 SK:Eng/Mech(Cyber), weekly) [-5]; ORH (Does things that don't make any normal sense and never (or can't) explains why) [-10]; Phobia (Unconsciousness) [-15]; Restricted Diet (Substitution [-50%]) [-10]; Restricted Vis (NoPV) [-15]; Rigid Biochemistry+3[-45]; Unhealing (Never, can be repaired) [-30]
	Features: Dead-man device destroys internal organics on the event of its death (non-explosive)
	Taboo: Cyber-Rejection
	Recommended: Any Mental Disads; CoH(Chi)
NOTES:
●Since Tohre-Chi have no spoken language, all names and words associated with the Tohre-Chi are from the Emminric language
●Cybernetically bonded to encounter suit, cannot be removed (technically cyborgs); no outside scientists have been able to discover what they really look like, and efforts at genetic reconstruction have been slow (and underfunded).
●Suits are as individual as fingerprints
●Technically Phosphorous-based, although the advantages are nullified due to bionic reconstruction.
●"Bleed" seawater
●Tend to have many built-in "gadgets" that allow them to perform normally in spit of the restrictions of the encounter suit (e.g. mini tools built into hands to make up for lack of manual dexterity)
●Physical Disads generally refer to the encounter suit, rather than the organism

Præxian 		[45]
	Home Gravity: .96
	Home Atmosphere: Standard, Oxy(+)/Nit
	Home Terrain: Earth-Like, deserts more common
	Home Climate: Warm; +5°
	TL: 11(early)
DISPOSITION:  
	Chaotic Good; Expansionist, Aggressive
CULTURAL ANOMALIES:
●Ref:High-tech Roman Empire
●Quite warlike and violent
●Weird eating habits (a la Europeans)
●4 castes, noble, warrior, worker, slave
●Slavery is common; slaves may be of any race, but only Praexthins may be worker or above, except under special circumstances
HISTORY:
●Early Præxian explorers responsible for Earth's Roman Empire
●Early-on, discovered Precursor teleporers (Ref:Stargate) and used them to collect slaves from other worlds.  Although they have yet to be able to reproduce them, they are able to maintain and transport them.
●Improved stats the result of millenia of gengineering and refinement
LANGUAGE:
	Neo-Latin
APPEARANCE:
	Physical: Pale, tall humans with very dark hair (little variation, gen. worn long and straight) and no body hair at all, very Goth-looking; height +6"@ST; weight +10lbs@ST
	Dress: Ref:Necromongers-CoRiddick, especially with armor.  Living body-suits are common but expensive, generally restricted to upper classes.
	Architecture:  High-tech Roman with Necromongers mixed in; ornate, Gothic-styled.
	Vehicles:  
REPRODUCTION:  
	Standard bisexual.  Marriage per Romans.
EXCEPTIONS:
STATISTICS:  
	Attribute Modifiers [40]: ST+2 [20]; HT+2 [20]
	Advantages [20]: Carbon-Based [0]; Extended Lifespan 1 [2]; Fit [5]; High TL+1 [5]; Resistant to Disease (+8) [8] 
	Disadvantages [-15]: Rigid Biochemistry+1 [-15]
	Feature: Early Maturation
	Recommended: Chauvinistic; Proud; OPH: Arrogance; SocStig (Subjugated, etc.)
	Taboo: Physical deformities and distinctions are uncommon
NOTES:
●Atmosphere is higher in oxygen content than Galactic "normal", making them short of breath and light-headed in Earth-normal atmosphere (treat as high altitude).  Praexthins often carry oxygen-inhalers in foreign atmospheres.



ARRODI: Arr  (+10@10yrs old/var. per increment after)
	Home Gravity: 1.2
	Home Atmosphere:  
	Home Terrain:  Short Jungle
	Home Climate:  Extreme
	TL:  3(early); Concentration: General
Disposition:  
	Neutral, Territorial
Cultural Anomalies:
	-No nudity taboo
History:
Languages:
	Arrodi, M/H, lots of clicking and hissing, hundreds of regional accents
Appearance:
	Physical:  Man-sized iguana/dinosaurs with tail; height +3"@ST, tail length=height; weight +20lbs@ST; yellow to brown slit-pupiled eyes; no body hair; skin color & pattern varies by family ranging from greens to yellow-brown with stripes or spots; some racial-divisions have decorative-type horns or bone-crests; height, weight and tail length increase according to ST.
	Dress:  Little more than furs and crude armor bits, no shoes
	Architecture:  Primitive stone structures, usually relying heavily on natural terrain
	Vehicles: Riding-animals, Animal-drawn wagons, simple barge-type water vessels
Reproduction:  
	Standard bisexual, egg-laying.  One mate until children are mature.
Exceptions:
	-Most primitive, youngest
	-Most universally easy-going
Statistics: 
     Attributes: +2ST/+1 per increment after 10[+20+]; -1IQ[-10]
     Advantages: Carbon-Based [+0]; Discriminatory Smell [+15]; Early Maturation+1 [+5]; Even Tempered [+5]; Extended Lifespan+1 [+5]; *Horns(Special effect) [+0]; Imperturbable [+10]; Penetrating Call [+5]; Scales [+3]; Striker(Tail,reach 2,swing/crush damage,-3DX) [+12]; Sharp Teeth(Cut) [+5]
     Disadvantages: Cold Blooded [-5]; Primitive+7 [-35]; Rigid Biochemistry+1 [-15]; Sleepy [50%-hibernation,-10]
     Recommended: Callous, Staid, Uncongenial
Notes:
	-Scales provide DR1
	-Never stop growing, although slowing down in later years
	-2 brains, 1 smaller one where spine meets pelvis
	-Neck extends/retracts like turtle's, about 4-6" difference
	-Age increment starts at 2 (12yrs old), and doubles each time (i.e. 4, 8, 16, etc.)

IAIL: Eea 						(+25)
     Home Gravity:  0.8
     Home Atmosphere:  
     Home Terrain:  Mountainous
     Home Climate:  Temperate-Cool
     TL:  See Praexthin
DISPOSITION:  
     Neutral Good, Anachronistic
CULTURAL ANOMALIES:
HISTORY:
-TL8 when they surrendered to the Praexthins
-Entire race is slave to the Praexthins, but, have achieved a status somewhere between slave and worker due to their exceptional service
LANGUAGE:
     Eeaili(common), M/H, add 1/10 Mimicry(Birds) to language skill, lots of screeching and crowing, vowel-heavy like French.
APPEARANCE:
     Physical:  Man-sized flightless birds with long legs; height -3"@ST; weight -50lbs @ST; eyes black, brown, yellow; body feathers are earth tones, some patterns according to race, brighter in males; head crest matches body in females, brightly colored ends in males
     Dress:  Similar to 17th century Europe with a touch of roman (Praxthin influence), quite common to go without shoes
     Architecture:  Tall, Romanesque, elaborate carvings on important bits
     Vehicles:  Under subjugation long enough that any exclusively Eeail vehicles are curiosities or antiques
REPRODUCTION:  
     Standard bisexual, egg-laying.  One mate for life.
EXCEPTIONS:
-Highest jumper
-Lightest
STATISTICS: 
     Attributes:  -1ST[-10]
     Advantages:  3-D Spatial Sense[+10]; Carbon-Based[+0]; Claws(Sharp claws,Feet)[+25]; 2 Extra Arms(Feet)[+20]; Fur(Feathers)[+4]; High Technology+1[+20]; Improved G Tolerance(Low only)[+5]; Modified Leg ST+3[+15]; Super Jump+1[+10]; Telescopic Vision+1[+6]
     Disadvantages:  Fragile[-20]; Gregarious[-10]; Rigid Biochemistry+2[-30]; Subjugated[-20]
     Recommended:  Congenial, Edgy, Proud
NOTES:
-Feathers provide DR1 and level 1 Cold Tolerance
-Can turn head 175° in either direction

EMMINH-RHI: Rhi 				(+12)
     Home Gravity: 1.0
     Home Atmosphere:  
     Home Terrain:  Freshwater Swamp
     Home Climate:  Warm/Humid
     TL:  See Tohre-Chi
DISPOSITION:  
     Chaotic Neutral
CULTURAL ANOMALIES:
-No nudity taboo
HISTORY:
LANGUAGE:
     Emminhric, M/A, sounds like barking, choppy
-Writing:  Arabic-heiroglyph cross
APPEARANCE:
     Physical:  Large, 4 armed snakes with compound eyes and a protective bony crest on back of head; height when standing +3"@ST, overall length 3x height; weight x2@ST; eyes are grey with green to red tint; no hair; body is shiny, metallic looking with pink, light grey or rose under and blue, green or black above with some spots, color and spot patterns are passed through family
     Dress:  None, typically
     Architecture:  See Tohre-Chi
     Vehicles:  See Tohre-Chi  
REPRODUCTION:  
     Standard bisexual(hermaphromorphic), whenever two are together for extended period one will automatically morph.  Live-birth.  Do not mate for life.
EXCEPTIONS:
-Longest
STATISTICS:  
     Advantages:  Amphibious[+10]; Carbon-Based[+0]; Constriction Attack[+15]; Enhanced Move+1(Run)[+10]; 2 Extra Arms[+20]; 5 Extra HP[+25]; Flexibility[+15]; Hermaphromorph[+2]; Peripheral Vision[+15]
     Disadvantages:  Dependency(Moisture,hourly)[-20]; Inconvenient Size[-10]; Rigid Biochemistry+2[-30]; Slow Eater[-10]; Weak Immune System[-30] 
     Recommended:  Delusion(Emminh-Rhi are the greatest creatures to ever grace the galaxy with their presence), Intolerance(Racial), Mathematical Ability, Selfish, Single Minded, Workahaulic
     Forbidden:  Leg-related ads/disads
NOTES:
-Metallic voice
-More salamander than snake
-Must stand on lower limbs for effective physical attack (considered “bad footing” without)
-May rear up to 1/2 body length
-No eyelids
-Ref:Kaminoans-SW:TPM

KAZHA: Kaz 			(+0/+14/+24/+40/+70)
     Home Gravity: 1.0
     Home Atmosphere:  
     Home Terrain:  Rocky
     Home Climate:  Hot/Humid
     TL:  See Ozrahdi
DISPOSITION:  
     Lawful Evil
CULTURAL ANOMALIES:
-Lying, cheating, stealing, conniving and backstabbing is expected
-For the victor to eat the loser is considered to honor the loser
-For a Kazha to lay its larvae in a dead person is considered to honor the host, spawn usually named for the host
-Revenge is expected
-No nudity taboo
-No concept of "honor," resulting in their "evil" disposition
HISTORY:
LANGUAGE:
     Kazha(common), M/H, lots of hissing, sounds like Japanese without the grunting, no "L's" 
APPEARANCE:
     Physical:  Large Alien-like eyeless snakes, with retractable arms; body length 2.5x height@ST; weight 1.5x weight@ST; no visible eyes; No hair; Very fine scales with a slightly glossy finish making them look slimy, at least 2 pale colors, from muted metallics to earth tones, in random patterns passed down by family
     Dress:  None, except lots of jewelry, the shinier the better. 
     Architecture:  Consists mostly of caves, natural or artificial, usually underground, carved smooth with lots of columns and uneven flooring, Gigeresque
     Vehicles:  Vehicles tend to have the driver leaning forward, Gigeresque repulsorcraft with lots of ribs and hoses
REPRODUCTION:  
     Asexual, larval stage, larvae laid in dead host-body.
EXCEPTIONS:
-Slowest
-Most universally repugnant
-Smartest on average
-Fastest maturation
STATISTICS:  
     Attributes:  -2ST[-20]; -2DX[-20]; +4IQ[+45]
     Advantages:  Early Maturation+2(4.5 yrs)[+10]; Extra Arms(see below), Flexibility[+15]; Phosphorous-Based[+15]; High Technology+1[+20]; Injury Tolerance(No external eyes)[+5]; Peripheral Vision[+15]; Regrowth[+40]; Scales[+0]; Sharp Teeth(Cut)[+5]
     Disadvantages:  Appearance: Monstrous[-25]; Bad Sight(Nearsighted, Uncorrectable)[-25]; Cowardice[-10]; Disturbing Voice[-10]; ORH: Eats Sentients[-10]; Reduced Move+2(Running)[-10]; Rep: Gangsters-2[-10]
     Arms: 
Age ≤4.5: Short[-10]
Age 9: 2 Normal, 2 Extra(short, no attack)[+4]
Age 18: 2 Normal, 2 Extra(short), 2 Extra(short, no attack)[+14]
Age 27: 4 Normal, 2 Extra(short)[+30]
Age ≥36: 4 Normal, 2 Extra(2 hex)[+60]
     Recommended:  Greed, Extravagance
     Forbidden:  Leg-related ads/disads
NOTES:

KYAHNT: Kya 					(+16)
     Home Gravity: 1.4
     Home Atmosphere:  Mit
     Home Terrain:  Savannah/Scrub
     Home Climate:  Warm
     TL:  10(early); Concentration: Magnetics
DISPOSITION:  
     Chaotic Good
CULTURAL ANOMALIES:
-Relaxed nudity taboo
-Marriage is the exception rather than the rule, polygamy is normal.  No marriage ceremony.
-Clan system, 3 major clans:  Mitigre, Kelyul, Noadych
HISTORY:
LANGUAGE:
     Old Kyahnt, M/A, spoken by most, sounds German
     Mitigre, M/A, clan dialect, sounds German
     Kelyul, M/A, clan dialect, sounds Old Norse
     Noadych, M/A, clan dialect, sounds Gaelic
-Writing: like upside-down Cyrillic
APPEARANCE:
     Physical:  Human-like with large pointed ears and four legs; height -6"@ST; weight +25lbs@ST; earth-tones eye color, hourglass-pupiled; human hair color with grey/white/silver more common and not related to age; normal facial hair; ruddy-complexioned
     Dress:  Ponchos and kepi-type hats are fashionable, heavy human influence
     Architecture:  Buildings are usually half-underground and flat, very few high-rises except in more human influenced areas
     Vehicles:  Maglev very common, including trains, cars, bikes.  Wheeled very rare.  Aerospace have distinctive "director vanes."  WWII styling.  
REPRODUCTION:  
     Standard bisexual, marsupial.  Low birth rate, more than one birth per female is uncommon.  Female in heat suffers from Lecherousness, any male in immediate vicinity also suffers from Lecherousness
EXCEPTIONS:
STATISTICS:  
     Attributes:  +1ST upper body/+2ST lower body[+11]
     Advantages:  Carbon Based[+0]; 2 Extra Legs[+5]; Extended Lifespan+1[+5]; Super Running+1[+20]; Telescopic Vision+2[+12]
     Disadvantages:  Alcohol Intolerance+2[-2]; Centauroid[-0]; Increased Life Support(No fat)[-10]; Lecherousness(Special)[-5]; Rigid Biochemistry+1[-15]; Unusual Biochemistry[-5]
     Forbidden:  Fat, Overweight
NOTES:
-No nose, breathe through ears, smell with tongue
-Temperature comfort zone is 10° higher
-Difficult for non-Kyahnt to tell apart the sexes aside from dress/facial hair
-Entirely privateer navy, all ship captains required to serve for a period of time, must assist distress calls and attack pirates, etc.
-Streychaek, Kyahnt martial arts style

MAKKE: Mak 				(+8)
     Home Gravity: 0.9
     Home Atmosphere:  
     Home Terrain:  Freshwater-Brackish Swamp
     Home Climate:  Warm/Very Humid
     TL:  10(late); Concentration: General
DISPOSITION:  
     Lawful Neutral
CULTURAL ANOMALIES:
-No nudity taboo
HISTORY:
-Been brought up technologically by the Tohre-Chi
-Trying to gain admittance into the CHI-COM
LANGUAGE:
     Makkosi, M/A, sounds a little croaky
APPEARANCE:
     Physical: Man-sized salamanders; height fully upright +3"@ST, tail 1/2 height; weight -15lbs@ST; black eyes; no hair; color by race -black over grey with yellow tiger stripes, mottled green over grey, green-brown with green spots, or grey-brown over grey-patterns vary by family
     Dress:  None except indian-type jewelry while in water, usually robes or wet-suit out of water.  
     Architecture:  Elaborate stone-like structures underwater, usually with doors going up & down as well as to the sides, some structures extend out of water as high as 5 stories.  Many canal-highways. 
     Vehicles:  All vehicles are amphibious with very good hydrodynamics, few flying vehicles, harness-pulled sleds are still in common use for short trips
REPRODUCTION:  
     Standard bisexual, egg-laying.  Female only reproduces once, litter of 5-10.  One mate until children are mature.  Cannot breathe air until maturity.
EXCEPTIONS:
-Fastest swimmer
STATISTICS:  
     Attributes:  -1ST[-10]; +2IQ[+20]
     Advantages:  Amphibious[+10]; Carbon-Based[+0]; Gills[+10]; Nictating Membrane+1[+10]; Speak Underwater[+8]; Super Jump+1[+10]; Super Swimming+2[+20]
     Disadvantages:  Absent Minded[-15]; Dependency(Moisture,hourly)[-20]; Rigid Biochemistry+2[-30]; Semi-Upright[-5]
     Recommended:  Versatile, Careful, Curious
NOTES:
-4 races, referred to as Stripes, Spots, Greens and Greys.  Stripes opposed to acceptance into the Tohre-Chi Commonwealth
-Nictating membrane provides PD2/DR1,HT+3 to eyes only

OZRAHDI: Ozr 					(+65)
     Home Gravity:  0.9
     Home Atmosphere:  
     Home Terrain:  Scrub Desert
     Home Climate:  Cold
TL: 11; Concentration:  Shields, FTL
DISPOSITION:  
     Lawful Neutral, Aggressive, Expansionist, Guard secrets jealously
CULTURAL ANOMALIES:
-Meals are not social occasions
-Artistic Talent gains a +1 reaction when recognized and any demonstrated Artistic skill gains 1/10 Skill (round up) reaction bonus from any Ozrahd.  Only the highest bonus applies.
-Ozrahd worship "the Precursors", believe they were selected by the Precursors to rule the galaxy
-Ozrahd think of mirrored-silver almost the same way terrans consider the color black
-Rigid caste system (noble, religious, warrior, worker, slave)
-12-based number system
-Where humans distrust themselves and trust automation, Ozrahd trust themselves and distrust automation (similar to, but not as extreme as Dune).  Calculators are Ozrahd (or Kazha) who are specially talented and trained to do computations and such.
-Very family oriented, tending toward large families
-Military has no non-coms, but military officers among different castes rank over each other.  Rank is inherited (family is held responsible for proper training).  Rank indicated by ponytail length(?), topknot for EMs.  Ponytail=military only?
-Genders considered completely equal
-Mouth is considered "dirty" (kissing, etc. considered disgusting); spitting is especially insulting
HISTORY:
LANGUAGE:
     Ozrahdi Common, M/A, normally very little is actually able to be heard by others.  Voice pitch may be raised to allow others to hear better, but instruments to raise pitch are more often used.  Sounds slow and very low-pitched (Ref: Ra-Stargate).  Most Ozrahd refuse to speak any language other than Ozrahdi.  Sounds like twisted Elvish.
-Writing:  Blocks or circles as a sentence, with scribbles inside as words-has been compared to trying to read a diagramed sentence 
APPEARANCE:
     Physical:  Elf-like humaniod with black skin, pointed ears, shark teeth, reverse colored eyes, and white insides (Ref:Wraiths-SGAtlantis); height +3"@ST; normal weight; eyes are grey-blue outside, white iris & pupil; hair is metallic white-silver, thick & wiry, with no natural individual variation; some facial hair (Ref:SGAtlantis); coal-black skin; six digits on hands & feet; Ozrahdi individuals are very difficult to tell apart physically.
     Dress:  Knee-length tunic-type shirts over living body-glove, dark colors, usually meant for colder weather, sunglasses very common, elaborate embroidery common.  Ref: Luxans-Farscape/Elves, Necromongers-Riddick.  Individuality/identifiability in dress is a priority, as Ozrahdi individuals are difficult to distinguish.
     Architecture:  High-tech Babylonian/Elvish cross, lots of glass & mirrors, usually seamless, very tall, never well-lit
     Vehicles:  Repulsorcraft, seamless, lots of living metal, military craft are always mirror-surfaced.  Ships are sleek & flowing, designed as much for aesthetics as function.  Single-drive system
REPRODUCTION:  
     Standard bisexual, live birth.  Young are capable at birth.  Actual polygamy rare, but no divorce (sometimes resulting in weird family tree).  Large families, avg. 7-9 children. 
EXCEPTIONS:
-Oldest, highest tech
-Largest, highest population
-Most rigid genetic code
STATISTICS:  
     Attributes:  +2DX[+20]; +1IQ[+10]; +1HT[+10]
     Advantages:  Cast Iron Stomach[+15]; Dark Vision(see colors in darkness)[+30]; High Technology+1[+20]; Sanitized Metabolism[+5]; Sharp Teeth(Special effect)[+0]; Silicon-Based[+0]; Subsonic Speech[+20]
     Disadvantages:  Disturbing Voice[-10], ORH: Eats raw meat[-5]; Rigid Biochemistry+2(3 Total)[-30]; Weakness(Bright light,1d/min,stun only)[-20]
     Recommended:  Chauvinistic, Selfish, Disciplines of Faith, Fanaticism(Precursors), Intolerance(Religious), Megalomania, OPH: Arrogance
NOTES:
-Homeworld is cold & dark, tidelocked
-Sight is reversed (a la Aliens' "nav mode")
-Temperature comfort zone is 20º lower
-Shark-like teeth, jaws hinged to jut forward when biting (like sharks)
-Don't actually sleep, a la Tolkien's elves

GHUAR: Ghu 				(+14)
     Home Gravity:  2.0
     Home Atmosphere:  
     Home Terrain:  Steppe
     Home Climate:  Extreme
     TL:  See Ozrahdi
DISPOSITION:  
     Chaotic Neutral, Mercenary, Aggressive, Expansionist
CULTURAL ANOMALIES:
-Clan system
HISTORY:
-Large & capable natural predators on homeworld
-TL7 when conquered by Ozrahd
LANGUAGE:
     Pakzrüch, M/A, sounds Germanic
APPEARANCE:
     Physical:  Stocky grey-green humanoids with deep-set eyes, protruding tusks, ridges on forehead and large, pointed ears; height -3"@ST; weight +75lbs@ST; eyes reversed, red-pink outside, white iris & pupil; No head hair, body hair is sparse and coarse; grey-green skin
     Dress:  See Ozrahdi, piercings popular
     Architecture:  Buildings tend to be low to the ground, multiple stories rare except where natural terrain helps support.  Walled cities common, medieval-Europe style
     Vehicles:  Dirty, smoky, looks like it was designed by Harley-Davidson.  Space-vehicles, see Ozrahdi
REPRODUCTION:  
     Standard bisexual, live-birth in litters of 2-10.  Females can give birth to multiple litters, 2-3 times common. Polygamy common.
EXCEPTIONS:
-Least intelligent on average
-Most prolific
STATISTICS:  
     Attributes:  +3ST[+30]; -2IQ[-20]
     Advantages:  Damage Resistance+3[+9]; High Technology+1[+20]; Silicon-Based[+0] 
     Disadvantages:  Appearance: Ugly[-20]; ORH: Dirty[-5]
NOTES:
-2 Spines
-Sweat very fine sand, makes them look dusty when working
-Eyelids at 45°, giving very round appearance to eyes

SKOSRA: Sko 				(+15)
     Home Gravity:  1.0
     Home Atmosphere:  
     Home Terrain:  Rocky, cavernous
     Home Climate:  Cool/Humid
     TL:  See Ozrahdi
DISPOSITION:  
     Neutral
CULTURAL ANOMALIES:
-No nudity taboo
HISTORY:
LANGUAGE:
     Stroggish, M/A, some gurgling sounds like Drakks from Enemy Mine mixed with Chinese
APPEARANCE:
     Physical:  Man-sized creatures, albino, with bony-crested head and no eyes; height figured before ST bonus; weight@ST; no eyes; no hair; skin is normally semi-transparent showing pale pink-grey underneath
     Dress:  None when alone or with other Stroggos,  hooded robes otherwise. 
     Architecture:  Like aliens from Half-Life
     Vehicles:  Consists of gengineered beasts, a la Half-Life
REPRODUCTION:  
     Asexual.  Young are parasitic, passed on by ingestion to symbiote-creature (kept in herds by parent), and proceeds to larvae-stage.  Larva-stage emerges and piggy-backs on symbiote-creature sharing its food.  After some time, larvae leaves and cocoons itself.  Adult leaves cocoon having all skills and knowledge of its original parent (physical skills take some time to acclimate).  Larvae survival rate is low, resulting in relatively low reproduction rate.
EXCEPTIONS:
-Most universally weird
STATISTICS:  
     Attributes:  +2ST(+20)
     Advantages:  Acute Faz+4[+8]; Chameleon+2(Always on)[+9]; Discriminatory Smell(Detect emotional state(in Stroggos only,-50%))[+19]; Faz Sense[+10]; High Technology+1[+20]; Injury Tolerance(Cartilage bones)[+5]; Injury Tolerance(No eyes)[+5]; Regrowth[+40]; Silicon-Based[+0]; Slime[+10]; Stretching+1[+30]; Universal Digestion[+15]
     Disadvantages:  Appearance: Hideous[-20]; Blindness[-50]; Disturbing Voice[-10]; Reclusive[-10]; Reduced Move+1[-15]; Rigid Biochemistry+2[-30]; Subjugated[-20]; Unusual Biochemistry[-5]; Weak Immune System[-30]
     Recommended:  Careful
     Forbidden:  Eye-related ads/disads
NOTES:
-Like sharks, no bones except skull & spine, rest is cartilage
-Low, gravelly voice
-Beak-like structure unstead of conventional teeth
-Quasi-tapeworm learning

THAAMUN: Tha 					(+30)
     Home Gravity:  1.1
     Home Atmosphere:  
     Home Terrain:  Earth-Like
     Home Climate:  Varied
     TL: 10; Concentration: General
DISPOSITION:  
     True Neutral, Perfectionist
CULTURAL ANOMALIES:
-2 equal caste system (warrior, science)
-Art is very practical, but not very creative
-Red is considered the "color of evil", as for black
-Ref: Ancient Egypt
HISTORY:
LANGUAGE:
     Neo-Coptic, M/A, defaults to Coptic-2
APPEARANCE:
     Physical:  Human norm; caucasian facial structure with deep to golden brown oriental-shaped eyes; medium reddish-brown hair and dark skin; 
     Dress:  Heavy Egyptian influence, kilts still common, with tights underneath, Egyptian head-gear worn by nobles on dress occasions (a la powdered wigs in 1700's).  Heavy black eye make-up worn by both sexes.  Ref: Peacekeepers-Farscape
     Architecture:  High-tech Egyptian, with Dune-like influence
    Vehicles:  Fond of triangles, single-drive system
REPRODUCTION:  
     Standard bisexual.  Marriage as per Egyptians.
EXCEPTIONS:
-Most healthy
STATISTICS:  
     Attributes:  +1ST[+10]; +1IQ[+10]; +3HT[+30]
     Advantages:  Carbon-Based[+0]; Disease Resistant[+5]; Extended Lifespan+1[+5]
     Disadvantages:  Rigid Biochemistry+2[-30]
     Recommended:  Versatile, Intolerance(Racial), OPH: Cryptic
NOTES:
-Temperature comfort zone 15° higher

TERRAN: Ter 					(+0) 
     Home Gravity: 1.0
     Home Atmosphere:  
     Home Terrain:  Earth-Like
     Home Climate:  Varied
     TL:  10(early); Concentration: General, computers
DISPOSITION:  
     Chaotic Good, Expansionist, Aggressive
CULTURAL ANOMALIES:  N/A
HISTORY:
LANGUAGE:
     Any Old Earth
APPEARANCE:
     Human norm
REPRODUCTION:  
     Standard bisexual.
EXCEPTIONS:
-Most adaptable and versatile race, a racial jack-of-all-trades-master-of-none.
-Most culturally and physically diverse
-Most flexible biochemistry
STATISTICS:  
     Advantages: Carbon-Based[+0]
NOTES:
-Pertains to all humans originating from Terra(Sol III), to include the galnats of the CNB, MF, ARS, TFR and USL

VOGORR: Vog 				(+9)
     Home Gravity:  0.8
     Home Atmosphere:  
     Home Terrain:  Tall Forest
     Home Climate:  Cool
     TL:  3(late); Concentration: General
DISPOSITION:  
     Neutral
CULTURAL ANOMALIES:
HISTORY:
LANGUAGE:
     Veaucairais, M/A, sounds like French
APPEARANCE:
     Physical:  Man-sized primate/lizard cross with prehensile tail and gecko pads on hands and feet; height -6"@ST; weight -35lbs@ST; eyes black with yellow outside; body hair grey to brown, gold is rare, sometimes with patches of silver or white
     Dress:  Predominantly a small kilt and poncho combination
     Architecture:  A la Ewoks/Wookies, some stone ground-structures, no ladders or stairs, Ref: PLanet of the Apes(Both)
     Vehicles:  Riding animals
REPRODUCTION:
     Stadard bisexual.  Marsupial.
EXCEPTIONS:
STATISTICS:  
     Advantages:  Brachiator[+5]; Carbon-Based[+0]; Catfall[+10]; Clinging[+25]; Discriminatory Smell[+15]; 2 Extra Arms(Feet)[+20]; Extra Arm(Tail,no attack)[+5]; Fur(Cat-like)[+4]
     Disadvantages:  Gregarious[-10]; ORH: Never take anything too seriously[-5]; Primitive+7[-35]; Reduced Manual Dexterity+2[-6]; Rigid Biochemistry+1[-15]
     Recommended:  Chummy, Daredevil, Trickster
NOTES:
-No eyelids, use tongue -like geckos
-4 digits per limb, 2 each have gecko pads as well as end of tail, 2 thumbs per limb
-Arboreal
-Skin is scaly-like underneath fur
-Fur provides DR1 and 1pt Temperature Tolerance (cold only)
-Temperature Comfort Zone 10° lower, not including  tolerance provided by fur
-Ref: Planet of the Apes, tech from the original, appearance and architecture from Tim Burton's

VONCHAAH(DRONE): Von 			(+99)
     Home Gravity:  2.6
     Home Atmosphere:  
     Home Terrain:  Very Rocky
     Home Climate:  Extreme
     TL:  See Ozrahdi
DISPOSITION:  
     Lawful Good
CULTURAL ANOMALIES:
-No nudity taboo
HISTORY:
LANGUAGE:
     Vonchaish, M/A, like whale-song, flowing and drawn out, add 1/10 Singing to skill
APPEARANCE:
     Physical:  Man-sized quadrupedal Giger-spiders with Giant master-body; height +6"@ST; weight +50lbs@ST; eyes are deep red; no hair; carapace is a glossy grey-black to green-black, all within the same "unit" have the same coloration
     Dress:  No clothing to speak of except an occasional cloak or cape and indications of office.  In military service a modified Ozrahdi military uniform is worn.  All within the same "unit" dress alike and usually wear some indication of which "unit" they belong to. 
     Architecture:  
     Vehicles:
REPRODUCTION:  
     Asexual.  New drones produced from a buried egg.  Reproduce when one drone breaks off from the master and grows into a new master.  Maximum of IQ drones
EXCEPTIONS:
-Largest, heaviest sentient
-Heaviest home gravity
-Longest lived
STATISTICS:  
     Attributes:  +4ST[+45] 
     Advantages:  2 Extra Arms[+20]; 2 Extra Legs[+5]; Hide(Carapace)[+56]; Mindshare(Global consciousness,Special(50% chance of becoming mindless or intelligent if cut off, +10), Galaxy-wide,10-20 drones,communication may be blocked or jammed(by a specific injury,-10%),takes years to re-grow drones(-25%))[+78]; No Facial Expression[+10]; Patron(Master-body,fairly often)[+20]; Peripheral Vision[+15]; Phosphorous-Based(drop Extended Lifespan)[+20]; Sharp Teeth(Special effect)[+0] 
     Disadvantages:  Appearance: Monstrous[-25]; Centauroid[-0]; Cyber-Rejection[-25]; Low Empathy[-15]; No Sense of Humor[-10]; Reclusive[-10]; Reduced Hit Points+4[-20]; Rigid Biochemistry+1(tot 3)[-15]; Self-Destruct[-20]; Short Lifespan+1[-10]; Subjugated[-20]
     Recommended:  Ally Group(Other drones)
NOTES:
-Carapace provides PD2/DR2
-2 Spines
-No lips, speech comes from throat
-Master and drone collective referred to as a "unit" 

ZÜRRAN: Zur 					(+78)
     Home Gravity:  1.4
     Home Atmosphere:  Std Oxy/Nit @1.2 Atmospheres
     Home Terrain:  Jungle
     Home Climate:  Warm/Humid
     TL:  See Praexthin
DISPOSITION:  
     Chaotic Neutral, Mercenary, Aggressive, Expansionist
CULTURAL ANOMALIES:
-Baring teeth is considered a challenge
-"I hear you" rather than "I see"
-Beautiful voice highly regarded
-Sexes basically considered equal
-Combo of Scottish/Klingon society
HISTORY:
-TL9 when conquered by RPI
LANGUAGE:
     Zintish, M/A, Raspy and growly, add 1/10 Mimicry(Animals) to skill
APPEARANCE:
     Physical:  +12", tail, male's beards are worn long and sharply cut, females grow very short hair along jawline, pale grey skin, darker tiger-stripes, all hair is skin colored, hands and feet end in 4 digits and are proportionally large, stub-tail 
     Dress:  Kilts common
     Architecture:  See Praexthin
     Vehicles:  See Praexthin
REPRODUCTION:  
     Standard bisexual, live-birth in litters of 1-4.  Females can give birth to multiple litters.  Do not mate for life.  Young are capable at birth.
EXCEPTIONS:
STATISTICS:  
     Attributes:  +3ST(+30), +2HT(+20)
     Advantages:  Acute Hearing+5[+10]; Infravision(Only)[+0]; Phosphorous-Based[+30]; Sharp Teeth(Cut)[+5]; Striker(Tongue, R:1)[+5]; Subsonic Hearing[+5]; Thick Hide[+28]; Ultrahearing[+5]; Venom+1(Poison, Contact Agent, FG damage only, Delivered by Tongue-striker)[+18]
     Disadvantages:  Bad Sight(Nearsighted, No ranged weapon penalty if target can be heard)[-15]; Chauvinistic[-1]; Lecherousness(Special)[-5]; ORH: Eats raw meat[-5]; ORH: Insulting[-10]; Rep: Barbaric-2(All, All the time)[-10]; Subjugated[-20]; Vow: Settle all Insults[-10]; Q: Disgusted by the thought of eating plants[-1]; Q: Territorial[-1]
     Recommended:  Intolerance(Plant Eaters); Hyper-Strength is allowed without Unusual Background; 
NOTES:
-Not allowed to touch weapons, due to past insurrections, also de-clawed at birth.  Claws(+2dmg)[+15] is allowed for non-slave-born Zints or special cases; A Zintilu who wishes to have weapon skills, claws or anything forbidden by their masters must also take either an Unusual Background, Secret or buy off Subjugated.
-Strong jaw for breaking bones; commonly eat bones
-Commonly used as butlers, hard labor
-Quadrophonic hearing, excellent ranging capability
-Skin rough like cat's tongue, no fingerprints
-4 eye teeth per jaw
-Hide provides PD:1/DR:1
-Claws are retractable, a la cats
-Thumb positioned in the middle of the "palm," rotates to either side; can't do a passable "thumbs-up"


NPC RACES:

CHANGELING: Cha
     Home Gravity: 
     Home Atmosphere:  
     Home Terrain:  
     Home Climate:  
     TL:  ;Concentration:
DISPOSITION:
     Variable
CULTURAL ANOMALIES:
HISTORY:
LANGUAGE:
APPEARANCE:
     Physical:
     Dress:
     Architecture:
     Vehicles:
EXCEPTIONS:
-Least known
STATISTICS:  
     Ads/Disads:
     Skills:
     Recommended:
     Forbidden:
NOTES:
-Changelings morph on a cellular level and are completely compatible with their hosts
-Ref: The Thing

YAUTJA: Yau
     Home Gravity:  1.6G
     Home Atmosphere:  Std Oxy/Nit @1.5 Atmospheres
     Home Terrain:  
     Home Climate:  Hot
     TL:  ;Concentration:
DISPOSITION:  
     Neutral
CULTURAL ANOMALIES:
HISTORY:
LANGUAGE:
APPEARANCE:
     Physical:  +24"
     Dress:
     Architecture:
     Vehicles:
EXCEPTIONS:
STATISTICS:  
     Ads/Disads: +5ST, Alertness+2, Combat Reflexes, Infravision(Only), Phosphorous-Based, Thick Hide, COH: Predator, Hidebound, ORH: Kills Sentients for Sport  
     (With Helmet)  Mimicry, Parabolic Hearing, Spectrum Vision
     Skills:
     Recommended:
     Forbidden:
NOTES:
-Ch'Doth is the Zintish word for "predator"

RAKASHKKA (QUEEN): Rak 
     Home Gravity: 
     Home Atmosphere:  
     Home Terrain: 
     Home Climate:  
     TL:  0; Concentration: N/A
DISPOSITION:
     Chaotic Evil
CULTURAL ANOMALIES:  N/A
HISTORY:  A bioweapon gengineered by the changelings
LANGUAGE:  Simple commands through hissing
APPEARANCE:
     Physical:
     Dress:
     Architecture:
     Vehicles:
EXCEPTIONS:
-Meanest
STATISTICS:  
     Ads/Disads:  Flourine-Based, Bestial, Presentient
     Skills:
     Recommended:
     Forbidden:
NOTES:
-Rakashkka is an Ozrahdi word, as they have had limited contact with the species millenia ago
-Changeling bio-weapon
-Somewhat-common spacer-myth

RETICULAN: Ret
     Home Gravity: 
     Home Atmosphere:  
     Home Terrain:  
     Home Climate:  
     TL:  ; Concentration:
DISPOSITION:
     Chaotic Neutral
CULTURAL ANOMALIES:
HISTORY:
LANGUAGE:
APPEARANCE:
     Physical: Alphas height -1'2", others height @ST; weight @ST; large black eyes; no hair; grey skin
     Dress:  Nearly seamless bodysuits colored similarly to their skin
     Architecture:  Unknown
     Vehicles:  Generally disk-shaped with polished-metal finish
EXCEPTIONS:
-Most universally sinister
STATISTICS:  
     Ads/Disads:  Alpha:  -4ST, +2IQ, Slave Mentality  Beta:  -1ST, +2IQ, Hive Mentality  Omega:  +5ST, +2DX, +5HP, Combat Reflexes, Slave Mentality  All:  +5FG, High Technology+1, Telepathy+10, Venom+1(1d,Irritant, Fumes,Open wounds only), Callous, Low Empathy, ORH: Abductions(-3), Secret(Experimentation), Unusual Biochemistry(Silicon-based)
     Skills:  Telesend+3, Telerecieve+3, Mental Blow+3, Mind Shield+3, Mindwipe+3, Sleep+3, Telecontrol+3 
NOTES:
-Since they have no spoken language, their name comes from the human name of their home system
-3 types; Alpha (worker), Beta (infiltrator), Omega (fighter)

SK'RAN: Skr
     Home Gravity: 0.9
     Home Atmosphere:  
     Home Terrain:  Rocky
     Home Climate:  Extreme
     TL:  ; Concentration:
DISPOSITION:
     Chaotic Neutral
CULTURAL ANOMALIES:
HISTORY:
LANGUAGE:
APPEARANCE:
     Physical:  Man-sized ant-type insects with heavy cybernetic modification; height -6"@ST; weight @ST; deep red compound eyes(naturally); Coarse, sparse black hair; chitinous shell is deep gold-brown
     Dress:  None to speak of
     Architecture:  Hives built from rubble
     Vehicles:  Extremely crude mismash of parts and debris
EXCEPTIONS:
STATISTICS:  
     Ads/Disads:  -1ST, -3IQ, +3HP, Claws(Cut), Clinging, Hide(Carapace), Infravision, Secret Communication(Can't be percieved,general concepts & emotions), Bestial, Presentient, Short Lifespan+2, Hive Mentality, Killjoy, Slave Mentality, Cybernetics
NOTES:
-Since they have no spoken language, their name and any word associated with them are Tahmili
-Carapace provides PD2/DR2

VONCHAAH(MASTER): Von
     Home Gravity:  2.6
     Home Atmosphere:  
     Home Terrain:  Very Rocky
     Home Climate:  Extreme
     TL:  See Ozrahdi
DISPOSITION:  
     Lawful Good
CULTURAL ANOMALIES:
-No nudity taboo
HISTORY:
LANGUAGE:
     Vonchaish, M/A, like whale-song, flowing and drawn out, add 1/10 Singing to skill
APPEARANCE:
     Physical:  Giant quadrupedal Giger-spiders with man-sized drones; height +1'6"@ST(before bonus); weight +100lbs@ST(before bonus); eyes are deep red; no hair; carapace is a glossy grey-black to green-black
     Dress:  See Von'Chaah(Drone)
     Architecture:  See Von'Chaah(Drone)
     Vehicles:  See Von'Chaah(Drone)
EXCEPTIONS:
-See Von'Chaah(Drone)
STATISTICS:  
     Ads/Disads:  +20ST, Ally Group(Drones), Ch'Doth Biochemistry(drop Extended Lifespan), Claws(Talons), Compartmentalized Mind(1 per drone), 2 Extra Arms, 2 Extra Legs, Full Coordination+1(2 attacks), Hide(Carapace), Improved G-Tolerance+2, Mindshare(Global consciousness, Galaxy-wide,10-20 drones,communication may be blocked or jammed(by a specific injury,takes years to re-grow drones), No Facial Expression, Penetrating Call, Peripheral Vision, Resurrection(must grow from existing drone, killed permanently when no drones exist, +100), Sharp Teeth(Special effect), Unaging, Appearance: Monstrous, Centauroid, Cyber-Rejection, Inconvenient Size, Low Empathy, No Sense of Humor, Reclusive, Rigid Biochemistry+1(+3 Total), Subjugated
NOTES:
-See Von'Chaah(Drone)


